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Heating systems may emit pollutants into 
living spaces of buildings. In this paper we try 
to answer the questions: 1) How can we esti
mate exposure tQ these pollutants? and 2) 
how will their concentrations be affected by 
energy conservation measures? 

In order to answer the first question, we 
derived a differential equation and a simple 
APL program for numerical integration. This 
new modelallowsfor variation during the day 
of v, the air exchange rate, and II T, the inside
outside temperature difference. This is neces
sary because heating systems operate and pol
lute most at night, when it is coldest outside, 
when v is greatest and when the greatest 
number of people is at home. Ignoring these 
variations could result in underestimating 
nighttime pollutant levels by as much as 1.5-
2-fold. . 

The model also shows that ~ T and v may 
be assumed constant in order to answer the 
second question, as we have previously done. 
We conclude that if infiltration heat loss I, the 
proportion of heat lost by convection, is pre
vented from rising, then v may be reduced 
without increasing heating sYstem-generated 
pollution. I may be kept constant by "ba
lanced conservation" that is simultaneous re
duction of v and installation of insulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is uncertain whether there is a serious 
problem of heating system emissions into liv
ing spaces of buildings. Obviously a faulty 
heater can contaminate air with CO, NO, 
N02 , 802 and particulates, but there is little 
data on the prevalence of faulty heaters. It is 
unknown whether there are other explana
tions for pollutant release. A study of Bier
steker et al. [1] of 60 homes heated by gas, 

oil and coal indicated that newer homes have 
lower S02' levels and are less likely to have 
faulty heating systems than older ones. A 
recent Lawrence Berkeley Lab. study [2, 3] 
showed~that a gas-fired forced air heater can 
raise N02 levels, but the mechanism was not 
determined: . 

In this paper we try to answer two ques
tions: 1) How can we estimate exposure to 
heating system-generated air poUutants? and 
2) how will their concentrations be affected 
by energy conservation measures? 

In order to answer the first question, we 
derived a model that accounts for variation 
during the day of v, the air exchange rate, and 
~ T, the inside-outside temperature difference, 
since no existing model adequately considered 
diurnal variations. It is necessary to do so be
cause heating systems operate and pollute 
most at night when it is coldest outside, when 
v is greatest and when the greatest number of 
people is at home. As we will see, ignoring 
these variations could result in underestimat
ing nighttime pollutant levels by as much as 
1.5 - 2-fold. 

Conservation measures that tighten build
ing envelopes increase retention of indoor
generated pollutants. We previously found 
[4, 5] that because of increased retention, 
pollutant concentrations due to heating are 
raised when v is lowered in isolation, even 
though the decreased heat requirement allows 
a lower pollutant production rate by the 
heating system. In these estimates, we as
sumed steadystate levels resulting from 
heating system operation at a constant rate 
over a long period of time. These results are 
close to those obtained by applying the new 
model. Thus daily variation in u and ~ T may 
be neglected in estimating relative pollutant 
concentrations corresponding to different 
levels of conservation, but not in estimating 
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actual pollutant concentrations to which 
people are exposed at different times of the 
day. 

Since v is rarely lowered in isolation, we 
also explore more realistic combinations of 
conservation measures and find that with 
"balanced conservation" (reduction in v 
together with addition of sufficient insula
tion) heating system pollution contributions 
need not rise. 

THE MODEL 

Our analysis assumes that il T, the temper
ature difference between indoors and out
doors, varies sinusoidally: 

- 1 il,T= ilT + 2Tr cos 8 (1) 

where il T = average value of il T, Tr = daily 
temperature range, 8 = (1T/12 hr) (t - to), t = 
time of day and to = 12 hours before or after 
il T achieves its maximum. The Achenbach
Coblentz model [6] assumes that: 

v = Vo + clilTI + c'w (vo, c andc' are constants) 

where w = wind speed; that is, v is linear in 
I il TI and w. Conceivably, v may also depend 
on (il T)2, on wind direction and on interac
tions between il T and w. If w is covariant 
with il T, no modification of our analysis is 
necessary. In general, though, wind speed and 
direction are not nearly as correlated with 
time of day as is il T and depend strongly on 
the particular locale. Although we do not ex
plicitly take w into account, measurements of 
v yield a value that is an average for various 
wind conditions, and unless the wind is very 
strong, our conclusions should still hold. Thus 
we assume: 

v = Vo + clilTI (2) 

We choose to in this way in order to get a 
pollution peak near t - to = 12 h, the center 
of our graphs. t = to + 12 h occurs in the late 
night or early morning, a time we are most 
interested in. If minimum il T does not occur 
exactly at to, our results should not be greatly 
affected. 

As previously [4] we assume that indoor 
and outdoor air are uniform and that the rate 
of pollutant production is directly propor
tional to the rate of heating system operation, 

which, if il T is small enough, varies linearly 
with v: 

pollutant production rate = (a + bV)il Tkh 
(3) 

(a and b are constants described in [4]) 

where kh = production rate of pollutant per 
unit building volume by continuous heating. 
The rate of pollutant removal is given by 

pollutant removal rate = v(p - Po) (4) 

w,here P = indoor concentration of any pollu
tant, P, produced by heating and Po = its out
door concentration. We assume Po constant. 
We are most interested in the value of p at 
night when Po is likely to be small. In the 
Appendix we solve the differential equation 

p' = dp/dt = pollutant production rate -

pollutant removal rate. 

In our analysis we assume 

ilT = 20°C 

Tr = 10°C 

1 
a 

and 
b = either 1 h or 1,4 h. 

Note that, from eqns. (1) and (2) 

Vmin = Vo + c(il T)min = Vo + C X 15°C (6) 

iJ = vavg = Vo + C il T = Vo + C X 20°C 

Vmax = Vo + c(il T)max = Vo + C X 25°C 

If we fix Vmin, v and Vmax , then c and Vo are 
determined. For example, if v = % air 
change per hour (ach) and Vmax = 1.4vmin' 
then . 

ach 
. c = 0.025 CC and Vo = 1,4 ach. 

In the next section we pre~nt the results 
of our analysis for what we feel are realistic
ally chosen Vmin. V and Vmax ' 

RESULTS 

Effects of diurnal variation in v 
Figure 1 is a pollutant production profile 

for v = % ach and v max = 1.4 vmin' Heating 
system pollutant production peaks at t -
to = 12 h as it was meant to. Figure 2 illus-
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Fig. 1. Typical heating system pollutant production 
rate (normalized). v = % ach, C = 0.025 ach/"C, b = 
a h. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of diurnal variation in v on pollutant 
concentration contributed by heating system (norma
lized). v = % ach, C = 0.025 ach/"C, b = a h. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) constant v case 
(e) constant case 

C (ach/"C) 

0.0375 
0.0250 
0.0125 
o 
o (AT is constant also) 

trates the effects on p of varying c while 
maintaining iJ at % ach. Also shown is the 
steady-state solution [4], p. = (alii + b)A Tk h • 

(We shall call the latter the "constant case" 
and the case when c == 0 but A T is permitted 
to vary, the "constant v case".) While the 
average daily pollutant concentration p is 
identical for the constant and the constant u 
cases, the constant v case has a higher pollu
tant concentration at night, when more 
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people can be expected to be at home. We 
estimate the average heating system contribu
tion to pollutant concentration at night to be 
P + a (a = the variance of p about p), as in 
[7] . The nightly average contribution for the 
consta.'lt v case is 17% higher than for the 
constant case, and the maximum 23% higher 
(Table 1). 

We vary c from 0 to 0.0375 achtC. The 
latter value corresponds to Vo = 0 ach, an ex
treme case*. As c increases, not only does the 
daily average p increase, but the nightly 
average and maximum increase by much 
larger amourits (Table 1). For example, for c = 
0.025 ach/oC, corresponding to a fluctuation 
in v of 40% from its minimum to its max
imum, the daily average pollution is only 5% 
higher than for both the constant and cons
tant v cases, but the nightly average is 19% 
higher than the nightly average for the cons
tant v case and 39% higher than p for the 
constant case. The discrepancy in the maxima 
is even greater: 26% higher than for the cons
tant v case and 55% higher than p for the 
constant case. A fluctuation of 40% from vmin 

to Umax is close to a result obtained for an 
actual building in the temperature range we 
are considering [8] . 

Note that the maximum pollutant concen
tration lags behind the maximum production 
rate by almost 2 h, independently of c. The 
lag is as expected from [7] because when 
c = 0, 

p=p+C1COSO+C2 sinO (7) 

(Cl and C2 are constants given in the 
Appendix) 

and when p has this form [7] predicts a lag 
time that varies in an inverse manner with 
u**. 

Effects of lowering v 
We will show that if infiltrative heat loss is 

kept constant, then pollutant .contributions 
from heating equipment need not rise when IJ 

'" Actually it is conceivable that Vo ,. 0 ach can be 
obtained in practice. For example, in our case LlT 
varies from 15 - 25°C and a linear relationship is 
assumed between v and AT in this range. By extra
polating AT to 0 °C we obtain vo. However, Vo may 
not actually correspond to the actual value of u when 
AT '" 0 °C because there may be a different linear 
relationship between v and AT near AT = 0 QC. 

**See also Fig. 3 for further confirmation.. 
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TABLE 1 

Effects of varying v on P - Po when iT = % ach 

Vn1ax C (achtC) Vo (ach) % Increase of average 
over either 

vmin cvc a or cc b 

l.00 0.0 3/4 0.0 
1.18 0.0125 1/2 1.8 
1.40 0.025 1/4 4.6 
1.67 0.375 0.0 8.4 

a cvc ~ constant v case, b cc = constant case. 

is reduced. Assume v and A T constant. In
filtrative heat loss I is the proportion of heat 
lost via convection: 

bv 
1=-

a + bv 
(8) 

Recall thatps = {(a + bV)/V}ATkh when v is 
constant. Therefore 

(9) 

This shows that Ps varies ir~versely with I; if I 
is kept constant thm, so is Ps' We make a few 
observations about this result: 

1) It requires linearity between heat loss 
and v; b must be constant over the entire 
range over which v is reduced. While this un
doubtedly occurs for a small reduction in v, 
deviations from linearity may occur for a 
large reduction. For example, heat loss may 
be proportional to aebv/a instead of to a + bv. 

2) The ratio bv/a is a measure of the 
relative efficacy in conservation of reducing 
convective vs. conductive and radiative heat 
loss; bvla is estimated to be about 1h (equiv
alently I ~ 1/3) for townhouses in Twin Rivers, 
N.J. [9J. If bv/a (or l) is kept constant while 
u is reduced, then Ps (due to heating system 
emissions only) will also remain constant. 
This requires that convective and non-convec
tive heat loss be reduced in the same propor
tion. Indeed, if non-convective heat loss is re
duced relatively more than convective heat 
loss (for example, by extensive insulation) 
then heating system-generated indoor air pol
lution may actually be reduced even though v 
is lowered. For example, we calculate that for 
a town house in Twin Rivers for which a 68% 
reduction in energy use was achieved [10], 
heating system-generated pollution (if any) 

% Increase of nightly % Increase of 
average maximum 

over cvca over cc b over cvc a over cc b 

0.0 16.7 0.0 23.4 
8.9 27.1 11.9 38.2 

18.7 38.6 25.6 55.0 
30.3 52.1 41.9 75.1 

was reduced 15% even though v was reduced 
62%! 

3) We have assumed that heating system 
emissions vary with the proportion of time 
that the heating system operates (eqn. (3». 
This relationship probably does not hold 
when the proportion of time is very small be
cause frequent switching on and off probably 
results in inefficient combustion, and thus 
higher emission rates than predicted. 

4) If heating system efficiency remained 
constant for all modes of operation, then as 
long as I was kept constant there would be 
sufficient make-up air for combustion since 
the proportion of air entering the building by 
infiltration needed for combustion would 
remain constant*. However, increasing heat
ing system inefficiency resulting from 
frequent cycling on and off might cause stuf
finess due to failure to adequately replace 
combustion air with fresh air. (Inefficient 
combustion would remove more O2 than 
could be replaced, slightly lowering air pres
sure and permitting greater leakage or 
backing-up of pollutants from the furnace.) 

In Fig. 3 we illustrate reduction in if (v is 
no longer assumed constant) in isolation, that 
is, in the absence of insulation. Curves (c) and 
(d) are heating system-generated pollution 
profiles for u = 1.4 ach, Vrnax = 1.15 Vrnin and 
b = a hand l.4a h, corresponding to I = 0.58 
and 0.26, respectively. (I is calculated using u; 
this is much easier than calculating the 
average daily value of I and the results are 
nearly identical (not shown).} The absolute 

*This follows from: (proportion of fresh air 
needed for combustion = (I/v X rate of O2 consump
tion) proportional to (ltv x proportion of time heat· 
ing system operates) proportional to (a + bv)lv .. b/l. 
If 1 is constant, then so is the first term. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of u on pollutant concentration 
contributed by heating system (normalized). c = 

u!70 'c. 

u (ach) I b/a (h) 

(a) 0.35 0.26 1 
(b) 0.35 0.08 1/4 
(c) 1.4 0.58 1 
(d) 1.4 0.26 If; 

sizes of a and b are unimportant as long as the 
they are small enough for the heating system 
to be capable of maintaining the same inside 
temperature over the entire range of v and 
!::.T. That is 

(a + bVmax)(~ T)max :;:;;; 1 

((~ T)max = 25 QC here) 

(10) 

(When ~ T = 20 QC then Tin .::: 20 QC, Tout ~ 
o QC and (Toudmin .::: -5 QC. At these temper
atures, it is realistic to assume that a heating 
system need not operate at capacity.) 

If v is reduced 4-fold to 0.35 ach, then pol
lutant profile (c) becomes (a) and (d) be
comes (b). The range for I declines to 0.08 -
0.26, a low range that reflects the unrealistic 
practice of reducing v in isolation. Actual 
buildings are estimated to have I in the range 
0.1 - 0.5 [13]. Thus in Fig. 3 I is reduced 
from the upper half of this range to the lower 
half. 

Table 2 shows the increase in Pmax, P and 
the nightly average of P for the 2 values of b 
when v is lowered 4-fold from 1.4 to 0.35 
ach. We compare these increases to the 
increase in Ps if v and D. T are assumed con
stant, at their average values, and find that for 
each value of b the increases are similar; all 
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these pollution measures roughly double for 
b = a h and triple for b = ~a h. We can con
clude that in order to accurately estimate 
heating system-generated indoor air pollution 
levcls it is necessary to take daily variation of 
v and D. T into account, but to merely 
compare relative pollutant levels for different 
v, v and D. T can be assumed constant, as in 
[4] . 

Furthermore, suppose Pt are heating 
system-generated indoor air pollution profiles 
corresponding to It (i = 1,2) with Ps, i. Pi and 
Pmax, t defined similarly. Since 

Ps.1 = 12 (11) 
Ps,2 h 
(from eqn. (9)) and Ps, p, nightly average P 
and Pmax all vary in the same way with v 
(Table II), any of these pollution measures 
can be substituted for Ps in eqn. (11); for 
example 

P1 = Pmax. 1 = 12 

P2 Pmax.2 /1 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

(11') 

Heating system-generated air pollution may 
contribute significantly to indoor air quality 
deterioration. We developed a new model 
since there are no adequate existing models 
for estimating exposure to heating system pol
lution. 

Not only is heating system-generated in
door air pollution greatest at night when heat
ing system operation is at a maximum to 
compensate for the high values of ~ T and v 
that occur at that time but more people are at 
home at night than during the day and thus 
exposed to these higher levels. The model 
allows for variation in v and D. T and permits 
estimation of actual exposure levels from 
knowledge of building and heating system 
characteristics and pollution measurements 
taken at any time of the day. Ignoring these 
variations could result in underestimating 
nighttime pollution levels by as much as 1.5 -
2-fold. 

Pollutant concentrations for different levels 
of energy conservation, however, can be ad· 
equately compared by assuming v and ~ T 
constant, whether Ps. p, nightly average p or 
Pmax are used as pollution measures. We 
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TABLE 2 

Effects of varying u on P - Po for 2 values of b 

b=ah b = IJ.a h 

I:::!.T, v vary I:::!.T, v constant at their 
average values 

I:::!.T, v vary I:::!.T, v constant at their 
average values 

avg (u = 0.35 ach) 

avg (u = 1.4 ach) 

nightly avg (u = 0.35 ach) 

nightly avg (u = 1.4 ach) 

max (u = 0.35 ach) 

max (u = 1.4 ach) 

2.24 

2.10 2.25 

2.07 

confirmed our previous result [4] that reduc
ing v 4-fold in isolation could raise heating 
system pollutant contributions up to 3-fold. 
However, if conservation measures are carried 
out in a "balanced" manner, that is, non
convective heat loss is reduced in the same 
proportion as convective heat loss, then pol
lutant contributions will remain unchanged. 
Thus, aggravation of heating system-generated 
indoor air pollution by energy conservation 
can be avoided by adding sufficient amounts 
of insulation. It may be possible to have very 
tight building envelopes (v < 1,4 - lh ach) with
out having to eliminate gas or oil-fired fur
naces as long as there is adequate replacement 
of combustion air with fresh air. Inadequate 
replacement could result from frequent 
cycling on and off by the furnace, an ineffi
cient mode of operation that raises the pro
portion of fresh air needed for combustion. 
Possible solutions to this problem are the use 
of a smaller furnace or of outside air for 
combustion. 

This analysis applies only to heating sys
tem-generated pollution. Retention of pollu
tants from other sources such as cigarette 
smoke will increase in response to lowering v, 
causing significant air quality deterioration 
[4, 5] . This problem may be more intractible 
than heating system pollution. 

APPENDIX 

In this section we solve eqn. (5): 

P' = (0 + bv) I:::!. Tkh -v(p -Po) (5) 

3.20 

3.07 3.22 

• ¥ 

2.99 

Substituting eqns. (1) and (2) for I:::!.T and v, 
respectively, we obtain: 

p' = a - {3 cos 8 + r cos28 -

-(8 + E cos 8)(P -Po) 

where 

{3 -
- = bcTrl:::!. T + lh(a + bvo} Tr 
kh 

2.. = lJ4bcT2 
kh r 

o = V = Vo + cl:::!.T 

and 

E = IhcTr 

If c = 0, then 

{3 
- = Ih(a + bvo} Tr 
kh 

r=O 

8 = Vo 

€=O 

In this case eqn. (12) reduces to 

p' = a -(3 cos 8 -vo(P -Po) 

(12) 

(13) 

(13) 

(12') 

which can be solved either by integrating 



analytically eqn. (13) below or by the tech
niques of [7] to obtain eqn. (7) with 

Cl = - (8 ')2 + v5 
and 

/30' 
C = - --:::-----:: 

2 (0 ')2 + v5 

(7') 

Now for a differential equation of the form 

f' + fq = r (14) 

the general solution is given by the sum of the 
general solution of the homogeneous equation 
corresponding to eqn. (14) (f' + fq = 0) and 
any particular solution of eqn. (14). A general 
solution of the homogeneous solution corre
sponding to eqn. (14) is given by 

f=Kexp~-ot- ;,Sin0i 
where K is an integration constant. We insist 
that f be periodic; this is impossible when 0 * 
o unless K = 0, that is, the only periodic solu
tion of P when there is no internal pollution 
production is 

P = Po 

A particular solution for eqn. (14) is given 
by 

(15) 

with constant of integration to be determined 
later. 

This translates into 

~ 12 hr l 
p - Po = exP/-o t - -rr- € sin O~x 

xfiO'. -/3 cos 0 + 'Y cos2 0) exp~ot + 

12 hr l 
+ -rr- € sin 0 \ dt (16) 

The expression under the integral in eqn. 
(16) must be solved numerically unless c = O. 
We have designed a simple APL computer 
program that numerically integrates contin
uous functions on closed, finite intervals. The 
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program randomly samples 100 points in the 
interval of integration, evaluates the function 
at those points, averages these function values 
and multiplies by the length of the interval. 
This process is repeated 10 times and the 10 
values are averaged to obtain the integral*. 
The program is given in Fig. 4. 

[0]S~X1INTX2 
[1] 1~0 
[2] INTF ~ IO 
[3] L 1:1 ~ 1+ 1 
[4] W ~ lOO! 1000000000 
[5] Y ~ Xl + (X2·X1) x W+ 1000000000 
[6] INTF ~ INTF, «+/FCN Y)+100) 
[7] ~ (l < 10)/L1 
[8) S ~ (+/INTF) x (X2-X1)+10 

[0] F~FCN U 
[1] F ~ (AL + (GA x (20(oU+12»*2) - (BE x 

20(oU+12») x *«DE x U) + (EP x 
10(oU+ 12» x 12+01) 

Fig. 4. APL program (INT) for the integral of a 
continuous function on the interval (Xl, X2) fol
lowed by the actual function (FeN) used in the text 
(eqn. (12». 

We give the program used to obtain the 
solution to eqn. (12) in Fig. 5. The program 
was run twice on an IBM 5100 minicomputer. 
In the first run the initial value (INIT) or p -
Po in eqn. (16) was set at 0; in the second to 
the final value of the previous run in order to 
obtain a periodic solution * *. This program 
does not yield identical values for the integral 
on each run, but a maximum difference be
tween initial and final values of a periodic 
function of no more than 1.3% in each of 8 
runs indicates the reproducibility of the integ
ration. 

For purposes of computing means and 
variances, the values for 0 and 24 hours were 
averaged and considered to be 1 point, result
ing in 24 points in all. 

"'This may be done 100 times for greater accuracy. 
This method is much faster than sampling 1,000 or 
10,000 points in the interval only once. 

,. "'INIT determines the integration constants [or 
each interval as well, as can be seen by examination 
of Fig. 5. 




